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1.3  Removal of Irrevocable Beneficiary Form – applicable to British Columbia residents only
Fix
Fix
Fix
Fix
Fix
Fix
Specimen Plan Information
RSP – 254-561
RIF – 1543
TFSA – 2540474
The annuitant/holder (“Account Owner”) is solely responsible for ensuring that this revocation is valid under the applicable laws in Canada, its provinces or territories.
Type of Plan:
Beneficiary Consent to Revocation
I/We consent to the revocation of my designation as the irrevocable beneficiary on this retirement savings plan, retirement income fund, or tax-free savings account (defined as the “Account”) by the Account Owner and set out below. I/We acknowledge that the Account Owner will be able to make a new designation under the Account or take other actions with respect to the Account without my future consent.
NOTE: If there is more than one irrevocable beneficiary, then all irrevocable beneficiaries must provide signed consent.
Beneficiary
Beneficiary
Beneficiary
Account Owner's Revocation
I hereby revoke any beneficiary designation made by me prior to the date below regarding the Account.
10.0.2.20120224.1.869952.867557
Mary Beth Detzler
Prints the sections that were completed on the fillable form, as well as any uncompleted sections.
Prints a blank form with all sections open.
Removes all the information you've added.
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